
The rising and setting of the sun have driven the evolution of a biological
24-hour timing mechanism (known as the circadian system) that enables
anticipation of environmental changes to regulate biological processes
ranging from cell division to flowering time.

To provide a consistent timer throughout the year, the circadian clock
needs to run at the same pace regardless of ambient temperature- how
this is achieved remains unclear.

In plants, transcription factor REVEILLE 2 (RVE2) is a promising candidate as
it is related to known clock components and its protein-coding transcript
rapidly accumulates following night-time (or dusk-phased) chilling.

Although rve2 mutants have been shown to exhibit reduced cold tolerance
(1), the exact molecular function of RVE2 has not yet been eluded.

➢ Determine if RVE2 is involved in transcriptional regulation and
maintenance of the circadian cycling of central clock components
following dawn-phased chilling

➢ Verify whether cold-induced accumulation of RVE2-coding transcript is
followed by the accumulation of a functional RVE2 protein in vivo
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➢ Bioluminescent Imaging: transgenic Arabidopsis plants (wild-type WT
and rve2 mutants rve2 1-6, rve2 1-8) expressing luciferase (LUC)
reporter attached to the promoter of the core clock gene CCA1
(CCA1::LUC2) or RVE2-LUC fusion protein (RVE2::RVE2:LUC) were
imaged for 2 days in 12 hr light: 12 hr dark cycles at 22°C followed by
5 days of constant light either at 22°C (control, top diagram) or 12°C
(chilling treatment, bottom diagram)

➢ qPCR (quantitative polymerase chain reaction): WT and rve2 mutant
plants grown at 22°C were subjected to chilling (12°C) from dawn on
day 12. Samples were harvested on day 11, 12 and 15. Transcripts
coding for RVE2, cold-responsive protein CBF3, and clock components
CCA1 and GI were quantified using qPCR
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No difference in CCA1/GI levels but reduced CBF3
levels in rve2 mutant following dawn-phased chilling

Results
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qPCR data for dawn-phased chilling. Wild-type (WT) and rve2 mutant seedlings were grown for 15 days in 12 hr light: 12 hr dark cycles. At dawn 
on day 12 (time= 24 h) temperature was switched from 22°C to 12°C. (see top diagram). Samples were harvested on days 11, 12 and 15. CCA1, GI, 
protein-coding RVE2 and CBF3 transcripts were quantified using qRT-PCR. Colour-filled area represent ±SE. 
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Quantification of RVE2::RVE2:LUC activity for rve2 rescue line. RVE2-LUC fusion construct
was introduced to rve2 mutant so that changes in bioluminescence directly correspond to
changes in RVE2 accumulation. Note: dusk-phased chilling was applied. ±SE

Rapid and transient RVE2
accumulation following chilling
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➢ Reduction in CBF3 levels found in rve2 mutant
immediately after chilling suggests a role of RVE2 in
cold responses, which is consistent with previously
reported cold sensitivity of rve2 mutants (1)

➢ Transcript levels of two clock components match the
wild-type, thus no evidence of RVE2-mediated post-
/transcriptional regulation following dawn-phased
chilling

➢ RVE2 appears to be more functionally relevant at
lower temperatures as CCA1::LUC2 data shows
lengthened circadian period for rve2 mutants at 12°C
but not 22°C

➢ At 12°C, RVE2 protein rapidly accumulates only
throughout the first night following chilling, then
returns to basal levels. RVE2 was also found to be
expressed predominantly at subjective night even
with no chilling applied

➢ All the observations combined hint at circadian
regulation of RVE2 protein expression as a part of
anticipatory responses to nighttime chilling

Conclusions

Quantification of pCCA1::LUC2 activity for WT and rve2 mutants. Transgenic lines
expressing luciferase reporter attached to CCA1 gene promoter (pCCA1::LUC2) were
grown for 6 days and sprayed with luciferin (as breakdown of luciferin by luciferase
results in bioluminescence). Changes in bioluminescence correspond to changes in
CCA1 gene expression. Error bars ±SE, rve2 1-6 and rve2 8-1 scaled to WT.
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CCA1::LUC2 period analysis for timecourse 72-168
hr. Period is defined by the time distance between
two consecutive peaks (one full oscillation).
Statistical significance marked by ** (p<0.01,
Tukey HSD).

rve2 mutants exhibit distinct circadian 
phenotype at 12°C but not 22°C
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